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**Title: Heirs of Mamerto Manguiat et al. vs. J.A. Development Corporation and Republic of
the Philippines**

**Facts:**
The Heirs of Mamerto Manguiat, Felipe Marudo, Juliana Mailon, Leoncia Mercado, Vicente
Perez, Vicente Garcia, and Tranquilina Mendoza initiated a legal complaint on May 14,
1999, against J.A. Development Corporation (JDC), Bureau of Telecommunications (BUTEL),
and individuals Juan and Pedro dela Cruz. This complaint was filed with the Regional Trial
Court of Tagaytay City under Civil Case No. TG-1904, aimed at quieting title and canceling
previously issued certificates of title over a disputed parcel of land known as Lot 1993, or
the “Calamba Estate.” The petitioners asserted their rightful ownership derived from a
Sales Certificate under the Friar Land Act dating back to November 13, 1914.

Summons were subsequently served on JDC and BUTEL, among others. JDC countered with
a motion to dismiss based on four central grounds including lack of jurisdiction, absence of
cause of action, prescription, and improper venue. This was supplemented with another
ground, res judicata, which was however denied by the court on January 11, 2000.

The Petitioners then moved to declare BUTEL in default due to its failure to respond, a
move granted by the trial court which later led to a partial decision favoring the petitioners
on February  18,  2000.  This  decision was  contested by  JDC and eventually  led  to  the
involvement  of  the  Court  of  Appeals  which  annulled  the  trial  court’s  decisions  upon
receiving petitions from both JDC and the Republic of the Philippines.

**Issues:**
1. Whether the Regional Trial Court validly acquired jurisdiction over BUTEL and JDC.
2. Whether the partial decision by the trial court was issued with grave abuse of discretion.
3. Whether service of summons on BUTEL was properly executed.

**Court’s Decision:**
The Supreme Court upheld the decisions of the Court of Appeals which annulled the partial
decision of the Regional Trial Court. The Supreme Court determined that the trial court had
not acquired valid jurisdiction over BUTEL as the service of  summons was improperly
executed.  Summons should  have  been served on the  Solicitor  General  rather  than an
ordinary employee of BUTEL. This led to the conclusion that all subsequent proceedings
against BUTEL were null and void due to the absence of proper jurisdiction. Additionally,
the Supreme Court agreed that the partial decision of the trial court prejudiced the case
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against  JDC,  thus  constituting  a  grave  abuse  of  discretion.  The  case  consolidated  the
importance of proper summons service according to procedural rules, particularly when
involving public corporations or the government.

**Doctrine:**
– The Supreme Court underscored the necessity of proper service of summons for the court
to acquire jurisdiction over the defendants, especially when the defendant is a governmental
entity where the service must be made through the Solicitor General.
– The decision also reinforced the principle that a partial default judgment against some
defendants  cannot  prejudice  the  case  against  others  when  the  causes  of  action  are
interconnected.

**Class Notes:**
1. For valid jurisdiction to be acquired by a court, proper service of summons is essential.
2. In cases involving the government or its entities, summons must be served through the
Solicitor General.
3.  A partial  default  judgment should not prejudge the merits  of  the case against  non-
defaulting defendants when causes of action are common and interconnected.
4. Procedural rules, including those on service of summons, must be strictly followed to
ensure the fairness of judicial proceedings.

**Historical Background:**
The case illustrates the procedural intricacies and the importance of jurisdictional protocols
in the Philippine legal system, particularly in disputes involving title to real property and
government entities. It reflects on the broader context of property rights and titles in the
Philippines, showcasing the procedural safeguards entrenched in law to ensure due process
and  equitable  ownership.  The  decision  underscores  the  judiciary’s  role  in  mediating
complex disputes and upholding the rule of law through strict adherence to procedural
norms.


